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MR. W. ERNEST CooKE, Government astronomer at the 
Perth Observatory, West Australia, directs our attention 
to an exhibition of globe lightning, or a fireball of some 
sort, which was noticed by two observers on September 7· 
Mr. Cooke di ot himself see the display, but he can 

out the time mentioned by the observers 
there was a inding flash of lightning in the vicinity, 
followed almos immediately by a heavy crash of thunder. 
The observers who reported the matter to Mr. Cooke are 
stated by the Daily News of West Australia (September g) 
to have described their experience as follows :-In the 
middle of the reverberation of the thunder a tremendous 
explosion about 6 feet from the ground was heard, and 
a momentary flash of blinding intensity was seen. Both 
saw a lurid red ball, estimated by them as about 4 inches 
in diameter with a circle of bright yellow flame, with a 
diameter whi·ch seemed to be 18 inches, which graduated 
in colour until it faded at the edges. As there are only 
a few authenticated instances of similar displays, it is 
desirable to place each new instance on record. 

MESSRS. GEORGE PHILIP AND SoN, LTD., have sent us a 
specimen of their " New Standard Time Dial " designed 
by Prof. R. Gre or 'j(/f the determination of the local 

a the earth's surface, corre-
sponding · e at the place where the dial is being 
used. T 's s1mple and useful device consists of a stout 
wooden oard on each side of which is printed a clock 
face showing the hours from noon to midnight and mid
night to noon. Within each dial is a rotating disc on 
which is printed, on the one side, a map of the northern, 
and on the reverse side a map of the southern, hemisphere. 
Meridians of longitude are drawn at intervals of 15° on 
each map, and where a meridian marks a commonly used 

time, such as Greenwich, mid-Europe, or inter
Colonial, it is so designated; the meridian where the date 
changes from the American to the Asiatic date is also 
marked. By simply rotating the inner disc until the 
meridian of a place is opposite to the actual time, as 
shown on the dial, the corresponding local time at any 
other place may be read off directly. The device will be 
found serviceable, and its low price (3s. 6d. net) should 
ensure its appearance in all places, especially schools, 
where the longitude-time problem has to be solved 
frequently. 

Le Radium for September contains an important article 
by M. Jean Bee uerel on the influence of temperature on 
the absorption solids. It appears from M. Becquerel 's 
researches t rr_ of temperature of a solid dis
places the bands towards the red end of the 
spectrum two or three units of the fifth figure of the 
wave-length per I00° C., while the bands at the same 
time increase in width and change in intensity, the width 
being proportional to the square root of the absolute 
temperature. 

THE communication to the Physical Society of Berlin 
in which Dr. E. Goldstein announced his discovery of the 
existence of two independent spectra of eaclt of the 
elements cresium, rubidium, and potassium has been re
produced in full in the Physikalische Zeitschrift for 
October rs:}The new spectra are produced by powerful 
condenser '/.is"''.arges, and have not a single line in 
common with the old, or as Dr. Goldstein names them, 
the arc spectra. The new lines do not appear to fall into 
series, and the au.thor suggests that they constitute the 
'' fundamental spectra ''.of these elements, the arc spectra 
being due to polymerisation in the metal vapour, which 
is impossible in the powerful sparks necessary to produce 
the former. 
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IN the June number of Terrestrial Magnetism and 
Atmospheric Electricity, Mr. Y. Homma calculates the 
rates of change of the electrical potential at different 
distances above the earth's surface on various assump
tions as to tion of positive charges in the 
atmosphere, ttj ;f/th being taken as a sphere. None of 
the calculated rates of ·change agrees with the somewhat 
meagre observations which have been made, and the 
author points out the importance of further work in this 
direction. 

IN the report of the third Prehistoric Congress of France 
in NATURE of October 24 reference was made to some 
photographs of Japanese megaliths, which were said to 
have been taken M. Goodhan (p. 649, col. 2, line 3), 
Prof. W. Gowl writes to say that the photographs 
were taken and were lent to Mr. F. V. Dickins 

The name was printed 
exactly a·s it w given by the secretary of the conference, 
who furnished the report of which a translation appeared 
in NATURE. 

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN. 
ASTRONOMICAL OcCURRENCES IN NOVEMBER:-

Nov. 4· ISh. 33m. to I9h. I4m. Transit of Jupiter's Sat. 
III. (Ganymede). 

IO. Saturn's major axis outer ring=43''·oo, minor axis = 
0"·6. 

I2. 4h. II . Moon in conjunction with Mars. (Mars 

22 
· of Merlury across the Sun. 

oh. 24m. Moon in conjunction with Saturn. 
(Saturn 2° 26' N.) 

14-I6. Epoch of the Leonid. meteors. (Radiant I50o + 
22°.) 

I 7· 10h. Im. Minimum of Algol (,8 'Persei). 
20. 6h. som. Minimum of Algol (,8 Persd). 

4h. 25m. to 5h. 4m. Occultation of o1 Tauri (mag. 
3'9'· 

4h. 44m. to 5h. 35m. Occultation of S2 Tauri (mag. 
4'7). 

21. I7h. 6m. to I7h. 54m. Occultation of (Tauri (mag. 
;ro). 

23. ISh. 4Im. to I7h. Im. Occultation of 0 Geminorum 
(mag. 3 6). 

25. 20h. 34m. Moon in conjunction with Jupiter. 
(Jupiter I' 57'S.) 

29-'30. Mercury rises 2h. 2m. before the Sun. 
30. r8h. 49m. to 23h. 39m. Transit of Jupiter's Sat. IV. 

(Callisto). 

CoMET MELLISH, 1907e.-Three observations of Mellish's 
new comet are reported in No. 4207 of the Astronomische 
N achrichten (p. II I, October 17). Prof. Hartwig's observ
ation on October 5 showe that the comet was round, 
with a diamet f 3' tral condensation. The 
magnitude a o October 15, as estimated by 
Prof. Becke rg, was 9·3· 

MERCURY.-In view of the approaching 
(November 14), Mr. W. T. Lynn pub
No. 388 of the Observatory (p. 382, 

October) in which he directs attention to earlier observ
ations of this phenomenon and to its periodicity. He 
states that the first authentic observation of the transit 
was made in r63r by Gassendi, and was followed by an 
observation by Jeremiah Shakerly, an Englishman who 
went to Surat, India, in r65I, for the purpose of observing 
the transit. Halley observed the 1677 transit at St. 
Helena, and this led him to suggest that transits of Venus 
would afford a peculiarly advantageous means of deter
mining the solar parallax, a suggestion that was first 
carried out officially in 1761. 

Mr. Lynn also directs attention to the peculiar com
mensurability existing between the orbital periods of the 
earth and Mer,cury, the former completing forty-six in 
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n_early the san;e time that the latter completes I9I revolu
tions .; the are I6,8oi and I6,8o2 days respectively, 
and thus transits of Mercury must occur every forty-six 
years at the same node. 

!HR METEORS.-ln No. 4206 of the .Astrono
mlsche Naclmchten (p. 8I, October .16) Herr W. Milo
wanov, of the K n lJniver it_Y. servatory, Russia, gives 
an account of t e Per id r ations made at Kasan in 
August, I9o6. f o red and seventy-two meteor-paths 
were recorded ree sets of observers, on August I I, 
I2, and .I3, f rty-nine of which were not Perseids. The 
horary rate on August II was 2I ·5, and on August I2 
25·4· The time of observation, the path and the magni
tude of each meteor are given, together with a Jist of the 

estimated radiants ; the centre of the radiant for 
1906 is given as «=43°·5, a=+ 55°;o. The heights of 
twenty-four meteors are also given, the mean heights of 
aP_pearance and disappearance being I II km. (sixty-nine 
mtles) and 73 km. (forty-five miles) respectively. 

A RICH NEBULA REGION .-On a plate exposed in the 
Bruce telescope for three hours on July I6, I9o6, Prof. 
Max Wolf found nebulous cloud having its 
centre s'?me I! deg north-east of e2 Sagittarii. Later 
observatiOns show ha the region is very ri ch in small 
nebulae, a plate ex osed on July I6 showing a large number 
of such objects over a region of forty-eight square degrees. 
Most of t_hese ne.bulre are of Prof. Wolf's I" being 
o-ound ob;ects With central condensa tions (Astronomische 
Nachrichten, No. 4207, p. wg). 

R.4IN-GAUGE EXPOSURE AND PROTECTION. 
WHEN during the 101ineteenth century rai f observ-

ations by means ot gauges began o carried out 
.upon an extensive and scien · c syst · was soon dis-
covered that gauges which od ., situations much ex-
posed to the wind invariabl ed a smaller amount of 
rain than su as pro . from the wind. 

The. gre ret ur wledge regarding the effects 
uf wind. po ure r! he indications of rain-gauges 
was den ed Ilil. careful study of the diminution of 

iifall with the elevation of gauges, ei ther upon 
butldmg or poles, above the ground, and an abundance 
of experimental work carried out during the nineteenth 
century in many European countries, notably, perhaps, in 
England, as well as in the United States of America, left 
no doubt but that this indicated decrease of rainfall with 
height above the ground was only apparent, and due to 
the more imperfect catch of rain by the gauges consequent 
upon their increased exposure to wind. 

The well-founded conclusion is that wind in terferes with 
the .proper catch of rain by eddying around the mouth of 
the rain-gauge, and that consequently a rain-gauge should 
on theoretical principles be protected from wind disturb
ance if we would know ·the true quantity of rain that 
falls upon the ground in its vicinity. Nothing is known 
as to the mode of formation or of the complexity of these 
wind eddies, and information respecting these questions 
could only be suggested through laboratory experiments. 
When a ga11ge is elevated above the ground upon a thin 
p01e there is merely the altgmented wind velocity to· be 

in explanation of ·the decreased amount of rain 
it will receive as compared with" a similar one the 
ground, but when a gauge is placed u·pon an edifice or 
close to the edge of. a steep cliff or bank the case is far 
more complicated through new disturbances introduced by 
such obstructions themselves to the wind, which has the 
effect of causing a deficit of rain upon the windward side 
of buildings and a relative surplus upon the leeward side. 

The whole subject, however, of decrease of recorded 
rainfall with height above the ground has been thoroughly 
investigated, as mentioned above, in its several relations, 
so that there offer themselves for discussion, more par
ticularly the methods that have been adopted for protect
ing rain-gauges from, or of correcting their readings for, 
wi.nd error. 

It was about the year I88g that Prof. Cleveland Abbe,' 
of the United States, made an exhaustive study of the data 

1 Monthly Review. vol. xxii., t 8<;4, p. 25. "The Reliability of 
·the Rain-gauge 11

; American !11eteorolodcal ]otl-rnal, vol. vi. p. 241, u The 
Determination of the Amount of Rainfall.' 
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at. that time available from different parts of . the world 
With :eference to the apparent· decrease of rainfall with 
elevatwn above ground, and relating his data to a law 
known to .as Archibald's, connecting in
crease of_ wmd velocity wrth square root of altitude for 
small altitudes above the surface of the earth showed 
that th7 deficit of rain indicated by an elevated was 
proportiOnal to the square root of its altitude above the 
ground. From these results Abbe deduced for a rain
gauge in a free, open situation a numerical wind correction 
which may be explained as follows :-

If a second in. all essential respects similar to 
the one for the readmgs of which the is to be 
applied, be twice as high above the ground as the 
latter, the quantity EX2·4I4+R=C,.where E is the excess 
of the reading of the lower gauge above that of the 
upper, R is reading of the lower gauge, and C is the 
corrected readmg of the lower gauge ·· to state this in 

add to the reading of the lower 'gauge 2·414 times 
rts excess above that of the upper and the result is the 

of rain whic_h the. lower would have caught 
m the absence of wmd disturbances. The validity of this 
cor;ection, which depends, of course, upon the extent to 
which for any particular occurrence . of wind and rain the 
necessary assumption of Archibald's law is trustworthy, is 
doubtless such as to enable at least a close approximation 
to the true rainfall to be reached. But two conditions 
must be complied with befor.e tl:Je retards of two gauges 
placed at different heights above 'the ground can thus bear 
a to differences of wind velocity corre
spondmg to different amounts of error through eddy action 
at the mouths of the gauges :-(a) the two gauges must 
be of the same form and dimensions; {b) if the lower 
gauge rests upon the ground, the upper one must be sup

on a somewh.at thin pole as may not induce, by 
offenn,g an obstructiOn to the wind, other disturbances 
operating at the mouth of the rain-gauge in addition to 
those due to the gauge itself. 

Of the various types of wind-shield for rain-gauges that 
have been suggested or tried, bv far the most serviceable 
is the protecting funnel jacket-, originally devised about 
the year I879 by Prof. F. E. Nipher, of the United States. 
This is screwed on to the cylinder of the rain-gauge at 
such a height that the rim of its broad upper portion lies 
level with that of the mouth of the gauge, and consists 
usually of copper gau.ze for the purpose of preventing or 
mini.mising the splashing water into the gauge from 
the mner surface. The efficiency of such a protector has 
been tested, not only by Nipher himself, but bv Prof. R. 
Bornstein in Germany aytd Dr. H. Wild in Russia, with 
the result that the contnvance may, on the whole, be re
garded as an appropriate means of eliminating, or at all 
events r educing, injurious wind eddies arou nd ·the mouth 
of a rain-gauge, as will be shortly seen. Since the pro
tecting jacket was invented by Nipher it has been improved 
in various ways, a comparatively recent modification, as 
used at some of the Russian rainfall stations under the 
direction of the Central Physical Observatory at St. Peters
burg, being capable of being taken to· pieces so as to 
facilitate packing for transport. 

Another type of protection contrivance, more accurate 
than the Nipher jacket, was established about x88o in 
St. Petersburg by Dr. H . Wild. This took the form of 
a rectangular fence enclosure composed of wooden slabs, 
2·5 m etres in height, at certain equal distan·ces on each 
side from the rain-gauge, the mouth of which was 1 metre 
above the ground, and provided with a door for the ·entrv 
or exit ·of -the observer. A comparison of anemometer 
observations within and without such an enclosure shows 
that even during the prevalence of high wind the con
ditions within approximate nearly to those of a calm, so 
that a fence enclosure of the dimensions adopted by Wild 
may be taken as the standard of accuracy for wind
protection contrivances. 

1 Zeitsckrift der Osterre/schischen Gesellschafi fiJr Meteorolog1.'e; B$!nd 
xiv., 1879, s. zso, "Ueber die Bestimmung der wahren Regenstnenge mitt:elst 
hochaU:fgestelltes von F. F. Nipher : MeteorologisC!t.e Zeit
scltrift, B::tnd i., TB B4, s. 381, "Ueber den von Nipher vorgeschlagenen 
SchutzLricbter fiir RegenmesFer," V I'\D R. Bulletin de r Academic 
I11z!Jb £ale des Sdences de St. Plters6ortrg, ve sCrie, vol. iii .. zBqs, p. tQ3 1 

'' K.ritische U ntersuchung der Angaben freier und geschiltzter Regenmesser t' 
von Emil Berg. 
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